Abstract-Within-wafer uniformity is traditionally measured by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined as the estimated standard-deviation of within-wafer measurements over the mean of those measurements. Unfortunately, in the presence of deterministic variations of the response over the wafer (such as the bull's eye effect of some processes), the SNR is sensitive to both the location and the number of the measurements taken. A robust metric for describing within-wafer uniformity is developed and compared with the SNR method. The new metric, termed the integration statistic (I) is shown to be robust to both the location and number of measurements taken on the wafer and has lower variance than the SNR metric. The implications of this robust behavior are that fewer measurements can be taken to achieve a given accuracy in the uniformity estimate and that uniformity estimates are consistent with respect to variations in the orientation of the uniformity pattern to the measurement pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
URING each of the several hundred steps required to process a semiconductor wafer, it is desirable that the "treatment" from each step be applied identically to the entire wafer. Unfortunately, this ideal is quite difficult to achieve. Aspects such as chamber design, processing conditions, wafer conditions, and random error affect the treatment at each point on the wafer, resulting in deviations from uniformity [1] .
Once the equipment is constructed, the equipment effects become fixed and can not be improved except through equipment modifications. However, it is possible to find processing and wafer conditions that maximize the uniformity of the treatment while still achieving the other process goals [2] , [3] . Additionally, once optimal processing conditions have been achieved, the process must be monitored for both drift and failure. For this reason, a methodology for measuring the "uniformity" of the process treatment is necessary. This methodology should accurately reflect the deviation of the response from strict uniformity, provide consistent predictions for different numbers and locations of measurements, and have some intuitive meaning.
The traditional approach to within-wafer uniformity analysis is to summarize the uniformity of the wafer by a single number derived from the measurement values. Much information is lost in this many-to-one mapping. However, the analysis is general, is applicable to any process, and has some intuitive basis.
The most common approach is to measure within-wafer uniformity by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined as the estimated standard-deviation of measurements on the wafer over the mean of those measurements. This metric attempts to summarize the distribution of the measurements by normalizing the standard deviation by the mean. The standard deviation, a measure of the variability of the measurements, is referenced to the mean. Therefore, normalizing the standard deviation by the mean produces a dimensionless estimate of the variability of the measurements. Unfortunately, this analysis is based on the assumption that the data are observations from a random normal distribution. In other words, the traditional metric assumes that the within-wafer uniformity is random. As discussed before, this is clearly not the case.
In the presence of a deterministic pattern in the measurements due to equipment design or other effects, the distribution of the measurements will not be Gaussian. In fact, it is likely to be highly skewed, depending on the actual uniformity pattern, the number of measurements, and the relative locations of the measurements. For a skewed distribution, the mean is not a good indicator of the "most likely" observation and is sensitive to high leverage points. Also, the standard deviation is not a good indicator of the spread of a skewed distribution. Therefore, in the presence of a deterministic pattern, it is unlikely that the traditional SNR metric will produce a reliable estimate of the variation present on the wafer.
In addition, the traditional SNR metric ignores the spatial locations of the measurements by giving all measurements equal weight. If each measurement represents a portion of the wafer, then giving equal weight to each response is equivalent to asserting that each measurement represents an equal area on the wafer. This is not necessarily true. If the number of measurements is large and the relative spacing is even, then the equal weight assumption is approximately true. However, for small numbers of measurements or measurements which are not evenly spaced, ignoring the relative importance of the measurement sites can produce misleading uniformity values.
Clearly, the traditional SNR metric has some serious drawbacks. Although it does give some indication of the magnitude 1083-4400/96$05.00 © 1996 IEEE of deviation from uniformity, it ignores the available spatial information, assumes that all measurement sites have equal importance, and is sensitive to the number and placement of measurement sites. Therefore, this work develops a new uniformity metric and compares its performance to that of the traditional SNR statistic.
Statistical simulation of two widely-observed uniformity patterns indicate that the new metric, referred to as the integration statistic, provides a more consistent and lower variance estimate of the uniformity than the traditional SNR metric for different numbers of measurements and for different orientations of the measurements to the uniformity pattern. The performance of the integration statistic relative to that of the SNR statistic is shown to be dependent on the number of measurements used to calculate the uniformity estimate, with the integration statistic having a much greater advantage for small numbers of measurements.
II. THE INTEGRATION STATISTIC
A. Introduction
Whenever an action is taken on the wafer and measured, the resulting data are a 3-tuple of the coordinates of the measurement site and the value which is measured. Therefore, taken over the wafer surface, the measurements can be interpreted as representing a volume, and the total error in volume can be used as an indicator of the nonuniformity of the response. Since the importance of a particular value of volume error is dependent on its fraction of the target volume, it is necessary to divide by the target volume to obtain a dimensionless indicator of nonuniformity.
The actual response of the process is a continuous surface across the entire wafer. If a perfect functional representation of this surface is available, then the new statistic can be calculated as follows:
where is the target volume, is the target value of the response, and is the function representing the response surface.
The target can be an absolute target which is not referenced to the wafer or it may be completely wafer referenced. For instance, the target may be some absolute value such as 1 000Å or it may be the median of the measurements or the value of the center measurement. If the target intersects the actual surface, then portions of the error will be positive and others negative. Therefore, a loss transformation is necessary. The more general equation is denoted Vol (2) where is a general loss transformation such as or . 
B. Estimation of the Statistic
Unfortunately, a perfect functional representation of the surface is not available. The only information which is available is in the form of samples from the surface (the measurements). Therefore, must be approximated by some function which is based on the measured data. 1 The simplest approach derives from a linear interpolation between nearest-neighbor measurements. This approach results in an interpolated surface such as appears in Fig. 1 .
While linear interpolation between measurements is an intuitive approach, its major drawback is that it provides a poor approximation to the true surface for small numbers of measurement sites. The reason for this is that, for small numbers of measurements ( or so), each measurement site represents a large portion of the wafer. Therefore, the flat, linearly interpolated "facets" create a sharp, unsmooth surface that is unrepresentative of a smoothly varying pattern. This effect is clearly seen in Fig. 1 . For large numbers of points, this is less of a problem, as each linear facet of the surface is small.
A better approach is to choose a smooth interpolating function such as the thin plate spline (TPS) [4] . A spline is a nonparametric, -dimensional surface. Splines may be used as regression or interpolation surfaces, depending on the amount of smoothing that is desired. A thin plate spline is a particular class of spline which has minimum curvature between the "knots" in the function. 2 This constraint implies that the overand under-shoot of the surface is minimized, thereby producing a smooth, realistic surface. Fig. 2 shows a surface derived from a TPS interpolation of the same data used to generate Fig. 1 .
If the TPS is used as the interpolating function, then integration of (2) is most easily accomplished though numerical integration. The numeric integral is calculated by evaluating on an grid, masking off the points outside of the wafer, summing the results, and multiplying by the area of one of the grid elements. For , this technique provides a good approximation to the actual integral. An additional property of the TPS is that the coefficients which describe the TPS are linear functions of the data to which it is fit. The relative locations of the measurement sites completely determine the TPS coefficients. This allows the numeric integration to be reduced to a matrix equation. The matrix method is represented as follows:
where is an vector of the target, is an vector of the measurements, is an matrix of the TPS weights for the measurements, and is the area of one of the grid elements.
The matrix is unique for each combination of measurements and evaluation grid. For instance, if a measurement pattern consisting of 13 points is used for collecting the data and a evaluation grid is used for estimating the numeric integral, then the resulting matrix is unique. However, if the measurement pattern or the evaluation grid is changed, the matrix will change as well. The matrix is constructed in a column-wise manner. For column of , a TPS is fit to a normalized measurement vector that has a 1 in position and 0's for all other measurements. This TPS represents the effect of the th measurement on the surface estimated from all of the measurements simultaneously. To obtain the column elements, the TPS is evaluated on the grid and all points outside of the wafer are mapped to either zero or "NA." This procedure is repeated for each of the measurement sites.
C. An Approximate Method
The matrix method is faster than iterative evaluation of the TPS and lends itself to easy implementation. However, it does involve the multiplication of sizable matrices. This may be a problem for high-speed sampling applications or use in systems of limited computing power. Therefore, a simple approximation to (3) is developed.
The approximate method is derived by first allowing to be the identity function (
) and rewriting (3) in summation notation as follows:
where is the constant target, is the th element of , and is the th element of . Since , the numerator of this equation can be further rewritten 3 (5) where . Thus, (3) is reduced to a weighted sum of the error between the target and the measured values, where the weight for each measurement is equal to the sum elements from the associated column of the matrix. The weight for each measurement is a summary of the relative influence of that measurement on the estimated surface. This property of the weights can be used to evaluate different measurement patterns. For instance, if little is known about the potential uniformity patterns on a wafer or there are many potential patterns that must be detected, a uniform sampling of the wafer's surface is the most desirable. To achieve this end, different measurement patterns can be evaluated to find the one that has all weights as equal as possible to one another.
This method of approximating (3) is exact when is linear. However, the target is likely to intersect with the actual surface and, therefore, a nonlinear transform is necessary. When is a nonlinear transform such as , (5) is not strictly valid. The reason for this is that the derivation depends on , which is only true when is linear. Fortunately, if is nonlinear, the method is approximately valid. If is included back into (5), the approximate method is summarized as Vol
The degree of accuracy depends on the value of with respect to the measurements and the shape of the response surface. The error is minimized if the target is chosen as one of the measurement values. Justification for this assertion is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . In the figure, the response follows a linear relationship with position. Dots mark the original measurements and "x's" mark . The target lies between two of the measurements. The shaded region indicates the difference between the TPS derived from the original surface and the TPS derived from . The area of this region depends on the shape of the original surface and the shape of the transformed surface. However, it is clear that the area of this region is minimized when the target is equal to one of the measurements.
Although the approximate method is not strictly valid for nonlinear loss transformations, it does provide an easily calculated approximation to the integration statistic. The variance of the approximate statistic will be greater than or equal to the variance of the statistic calculated from (3), due to the inaccuracies in the method. The accuracy of the method is maximized and the variance is minimized by choosing the target to be one of the observations.
D. Summary
The integration statistic is based on the integral of an error signal across the wafer's surface. This error signal is a transformation of the difference between a target surface and the actual surface. The actual surface is estimated by fitting an interpolative thin plate spline (TPS) to the measurements. The integral is calculated with (3), where the matrix is the unique TPS interpolation matrix derived from the measurement pattern. This equation produces an estimate of the result that would result from calculating the integral from an infinite number of samples of the wafer response. Inaccuracies in this estimation are due to the sparcity and location of the measurement sites and the density of the evaluation grid.
In addition, an auxiliary method is developed that approximates (3). This method uses a weighted sum of the error to approximate the integral. The weight for measurement is equal to the sum of the elements of column of times the area of a grid element. This method allows very quick calculations. However, it is an approximation and sensitive to the target value with respect to the measurements. Choosing one of the measurement values as the target maximizes the accuracy of the approximation.
III. COMPARISON TO TRADITIONAL METHOD
The trend toward run-to-run control in semiconductor manufacturing is forcing an increase in the need for in-situ metrology and per-wafer analysis. Due to the expense of taking measurements, a good uniformity metric must produce a uniformity estimate that is consistent with the asymptotic value, even with very few measurements. In addition, the uniformity estimate must be as consistent as possible for differ- This section compares the performance of the new integration statistic to that of the traditional SNR metric. The basis of the comparison is each metric's consistency of prediction for different numbers of measurements, the variance of the uniformity estimate with respect to the mean value (statistical performance), and consistency of prediction for different orientations of the measurements to the uniformity pattern. For these comparisons, the integration statistic is calculated using the approximate method in (6), with and equal to the center measurement of the simulated wafer.
A. Number of Measurements
When the response surface is sampled, the sampling is necessarily incomplete. Therefore, the uniformity metric used to summarize the sampling information must produce an estimate of the asymptotic value of the metric with as few samples from the surface as possible. Since the response at any point on the wafer is a random variable, the uniformity metric is also a random variable. Therefore, an evaluation of a metric's performance includes both the variance of the estimate for a particular number of measurements and the consistency of that estimate with the asymptotic value for an infinite number of points.
A stochastic simulation is used to generate a "virtual wafer" for the analysis. The uniformity pattern on the wafer is the "bulls-eye" pattern observed in many single-wafer processes. The pattern consists of a 15% deterministic nonuniformity in the radial direction and a 2% random noise. A contour plot of the uniformity pattern is shown in Fig. 4 . This virtual wafer is run 300 times, and both the SNR metric and the integration statistic are calculated for four different measurement patterns. The number of measurement sites for the patterns are 5, 13, 25, and 73.
The uniformity estimates produced by the SNR statistic are shown in Fig. 5 and the estimates produced by the integration statistic are shown in Fig. 6 . Three things are of note in these figures. First, the asymptotic values for the two metrics are different. This difference is due to the fact that the metrics are, in fact, different. The asymptotic values are not expected to be equal.
Second, the variance of the integration statistic is considerably less than that of the SNR metric for the same number of measurements, especially for small numbers of measurements. A smaller variance implies that any particular estimation value is likely to be close to the actual uniformity. A low variance for small numbers of measurements allows stronger inferences to be made from the estimates than a higher variance, thereby increasing the power of monitoring algorithms.
The third aspect of note in Figs. 5 and 6 is the trend of the mean of each metric with respect to the number of measurements. The mean of the SNR metric changes for different numbers of measurements. The mean for the 5 point measurement pattern is significantly different from the mean for the 13 point measurement, which is significantly different from the asymptotic value. This difference would be acceptable if it could be alleviated through modeling. However, the relationship of the mean for each measurement pattern to the number of measurements is dependent on the number and placement of measurements and the uniformity pattern. The dependence on the uniformity pattern makes it difficult to make inferences about the asymptotic uniformity of the wafer from a few measurements. On the other hand, the integration statistic provides an estimate which is consistent across the number of measurements. It is clear from Fig. 6 that the mean for the 5 point measurement pattern is within 0.5% of the value of the mean for the 73 point measurement pattern, which is a very significant improvement over the performance of the SNR metric.
The stochastic performance of the two metrics can be summarized through the use of a summary metric. Fig. 7 plots the of each statistic for the four measurement patterns. 4 It is clear from this plot that the integration statistic provides a 35% increase in performance over the SNR statistic for small numbers of measurements and a 15% increase in performance for large numbers of measurements. This decrease in relative variance has significant repercussions for in-situ monitoring algorithms. The reduction in variance means that fewer samples can be used to obtain the same detection power, thereby increasing throughput. Alternatively, the detection power of existing sampling schemes can be improved by using the new metric. As shown by the figure, the magnitude of this improvement is dependent on the number of measurements.
B. Orientation of Measurements
The uniformity metric's ability to provide a consistent estimate of the true uniformity, regardless of its orientation to the measurement pattern, is also important. The issue is that the locations of the measurements are fixed, while the uniformity pattern is not. A particular uniformity pattern may have any orientation to the measurements. It is important that a uniformity metric provide a consistent estimate of the uniformity for different orientations of the pattern to the measurements, since the actual uniformity does not change with orientation.
A second stochastic simulation example is used to examine the consistency of the two uniformity metrics for different orientations of the uniformity pattern to the measurements. The uniformity pattern used in this example is the asymmetrical pattern shown is Fig. 8 . This pattern is commonly observed in processes that have a "smearing" due to specie depletion or convective cooling.
In this example, the orientation of the uniformity pattern is rotated through 90 with respect to the measurement pattern. For each rotation step, the virtual wafer is simulated 300 times and the uniformity of the 13 measurements is estimated using both uniformity metrics. The results for the SNR and integration statistic are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Both metrics show a sinusoidal pattern with respect to the rotation angle. The performance of interest, however, is the magnitude of the sinusoid with respect to the nominal value. Inspection of the plots indicates that the integration statistic has a 20% smaller variation than the SNR statistic. While this result is specific to the example, it shows that the integration statistic exhibits superior performance to the SNR statistic for a commonly-observed, nonlinear uniformity pattern.
C. Discussion
The two simulation examples have shown that the integration statistic provides increased performance in the presence of a smoothly varying, low frequency, deterministic pattern in the measured responses. This increase in predictive power is due to the fact that the integration statistic uses the spatial information in the measurement locations to reconstruct the response across the wafer, thereby allowing "virtual sampling" at many points on the wafer. Thus, as long as the reconstructed wafer surface is a good approximation to the actual surface, the integration statistic will always have better predictive performance than the SNR statistic, which completely ignores the relationships between the measurements and uses only the original sampling data.
This assumption of having a good approximation to the actual surface is key to the applicability of the metric to realworld situations. The approximation is made by sampling the surface and using this limited information to infer the actual shape of the surface. If the sampling is insufficient to allow the original shape of the surface to be reconstructed, then the integration statistic will necessarily produce incorrect results.
A good way to view the problem is as the sampling and reconstruction of a spatial signal. Each particular measurement pattern is a spatial sampling of the wafer's response, and as such has a spatial Nyquist frequency above which spatial signals will be aliased and the reconstructed wafer surface will become distorted. Thus, the integration statistic performs very well for detecting low-frequency patterns such as those in the two simulation examples. In these two cases, the measurement patterns provide sufficient information to reconstruct the original wafer response.
However, the measurement patterns used in the two examples would not be sufficient to reconstruct the very localized effects observed in chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) [5] . The CMP patterns are high-frequency phenomena (or, in spatial terms, localized), while the measurement patterns are designed to detect low-frequency phenomena. If the integration statistic were applied to such high-frequency data using such patterns, the results would be unpredictable, since the assumptions upon which the metric is based are violated. Likewise, if the nonuniformity present in the wafer response is due only to a high-frequency random noise, then the integration statistic will perform poorly because the true surface can not be smoothly interpolated from the measurements.
In summary, the performance of the integration statistic is limited by the sampling of the spatial signal. When the sampling, in form of the measurements, is sufficient to allow reconstruction of the original signal, the integration statistic will always perform better than the SNR statistic because it uses a large number of virtual samples from the reconstructed surface. However, the statistic will perform poorly if the frequency of the spatial signal is greater than the Nyquist frequency of the sampling pattern. Therefore, the sampling plan for the uniformity measurements should be carefully considered when using the integration statistic. If forms of the possible uniformity patterns are known a priori, then a sampling plan can be chosen such that sufficient information is available to reconstruct any of the patterns. If the forms of possible uniformity patterns are not known, then it is recommended that a uniformly spaced sampling plan be used, with the maximum spacing dependent on the maximum frequency of any spatial pattern of interest. As mentioned in Section II-C, the weights for calculating the approximate integration statistic can be used to choose uniform sampling plans.
IV. CONCLUSION
A new metric for measuring within-wafer uniformity has been developed. This new metric is based on a transformation of the volumetric error between the target surface and the actual surface. Since the only information available about the actual surface is through the measurements, an estimate of the actual surface is generated using a thin plate spline that smoothly interpolates between the observed measurements. The thin plate spline serves to include the spatial relationships between the data in the uniformity analysis.
The integration statistic is estimated through a simple matrix calculation. The matrix calculation method is made possible by the fact that the coefficients of the TPS are linear functions of the data. This matrix calculation provides an easily calculable estimate of the volumetric error between the actual and target surfaces. However, it does involve the multiplication of sizable matrices. Therefore, an approximate method has been developed that uses a weighted sum of the observed data.
The performance of the new statistic has been compared to that of the SNR metric for sensitivity to both the number and placement of the measurement sites. Stochastic simulation of a radial uniformity pattern shows that the approximate method for calculating the integration statistic provides a 35% increase in consistency for small numbers of measurements ( ) over the traditional SNR metric . The integration statistic provides a lower variance for the same number of measurements and a more consistent estimate of the true uniformity. In addition, simulation of the effects of orientation of the uniformity pattern to the measurement pattern indicate that the integration statistic provides a 20% more consistent estimate of the uniformity for different orientations. These improvements in performance can have significant impact on the power of monitoring algorithms to detect faults and in reducing the number of measurements necessary to achieve a given level of accuracy in the uniformity estimation.
In summary, a robust metric for measuring within-wafer uniformity has been developed and compared to the traditional SNR metric. The new statistic, referred to as the integration statistic, is based on the integration of the volumetric error between the target and actual surfaces. Comparison with the traditional SNR uniformity metric indicates that the integration statistic provides a more consistent estimate of the uniformity for different numbers of measurements and different orientations of those measurements to the uniformity pattern, as well as a reduced relative variance of the estimate.
